Introduction
A numerical modeling problem that includes multiple independent calculations and requires little effort to separate components of the problem into several parallel tasks is termed "embarrassingly parallel" (Foster, 1995) . Parameter estimation, for which finite differences are used to approximate sensitivities, is an example of an embarrassingly parallel problem (Hunt and others, 2010) . As is commonly required by parameter estimation, each calibration parameter of interest is perturbed and a corresponding model run executed to assess the observations' sensitivity to the perturbation. Because only one parameter is perturbed in a single run, the results of each model run are completely independent from every other run needed to calculate the sensitivity of all parameters. Exploiting the embarrassingly parallel nature of parameter estimation software is attractive because individual model run times can be considerable, and simulations of the natural world are often best performed by using a highly parameterized approach (Hunt and others, 2007; Doherty and Hunt, 2010) . Therefore, the ability to queue, distribute, and retrieve a set of model runs across a local network or the Internet has the potential to greatly reduce the time of parameter estimation (Hunt and others, 2010) . Moreover, the corresponding increase in modeling problem size has created a need for robust and efficient run management for those working on increasingly highly parameterized problems. As such, this work is intended to fulfill a need for projects such as the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative, whereby Great Lake watershed-scale models are calibrated, climate and land-use scenarios are simulated, and uncertainty analyses are performed.
PEST (Doherty, 2010 ) is a popular parameter estimation program that has recognized this need. It includes a localnetwork parallel run manager/executer (PPEST/PSLAVE; Doherty, 2010) and is available with a TCP/IP/MPI option provided through BeoPEST (Schreüder, 2009) . These programs are PEST-specific; thus, parallelization of model runs can be obtained only in the context for which existing versions of PEST require them. To generalize this capability beyond PEST, a model/program-independent set of tools and functions has been developed that can be used to efficiently manage and execute distributed model runs. This functionality is documented here for a suite of programs called GENIE , which includes
• a run manager, GMAN;
• a run executer, GSLAVE; and • a routine, GENIE_INTERFACE, that is compiled as part of other programs to handle the exchange of runs with the GMAN run manager.
The GENIE run manager, GMAN, and the GENIE run executer, GSLAVE, are intended to be stand-alone programs that do not require modification by users. Users need only modify their programs to call the provided integration routine that is a conduit/entry point to GMAN, which in turn handles all exchanges regarding the model runs. receives runs and distributes them to the different slave computers, where they are executed ( fig. 1 ). The suite is fully compatible with a file distribution interface for automatically distributing model run files across a network.
As discussed by Schreüder and others (2011) , functional concerns of a program like GENIE are scalability and load balancing. An efficient run manager should work as well with thousands of slave computers as it does with just a few, with optimization occurring to ensure that all the runs are completed in the least amount of time. Another functional concern is choosing one of the many possible approaches to achieve model independence. GENIE uses the template and instruction file concept as implemented by PEST-the most widely used in parameter estimation codes. The PEST template and instruction file protocols adopted by GENIE facilitate seamless extension of GENIE to any PEST-type application in which ASCII files are used for input and output. Therefore, GENIE can be used to manage and execute model runs for a wide range of purposes including, but not limited to, MonteCarlo simulations, parametric sweeps, and genetic algorithms. Source code for the interface routine and executables for GMAN and GSLAVE are available for download at http:// pubs.usgs.gov/tm/tm7c6/. 
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The purpose of this report is to describe GENIE, a suite of programs that can be used to parallelize model runs over a local network or the Internet, using the model independence protocols of PEST (Doherty, 2010) . This report is intended for advanced users of programs like PEST. However, each program in the GENIE suite was designed to be simply executed, and beginning users looking to use GENIE with programs for which it is already available (for example, Parallel PEST/ PPEST of Doherty (2010) or PEST++ of Welter and others (2012)) can focus on the input instructions (appendix 1), which forms a quick starting point for the primary GENIE components (GMAN and GSLAVE) . A more sophisticated, higher level purpose of this report is to facilitate the linking of existing software with GENIE to make use of GENIE's powerful programming classes (objects) and tools. The majority of the appendixes detail these classes and tools and provide an example and associated source code, using PPEST, of how to link an existing program with the interface routine. Therefore, although this report provides simple instructions for users (appendix 1), most of its presentation conveys the more advanced concepts of program design in order to facilitate integrating code developed by others. All parameter-estimation-related terminology and concepts use the convention and derivations presented and cited by Doherty (2010) and Doherty and Hunt (2010) and are omitted here for brevity.
Design Concepts
The following descriptions detail the methods employed by the GENIE suite of programs to ensure optimal scalability and to minimize the total execution time for run collections. A "run collection" is the series of runs being managed by the run manager, GMAN. The definition of a "run," the low-level message-passing infrastructure developed for GENIE, and the benefits of object-oriented programming for GENIE are now discussed.
The Structure of a "Run"
The term "run" in this report will be used to describe a single forward model run; for example, a MODFLOW (Harbaugh, 2005) GENIE itself is not limited to this strict definition of a run. In fact, GENIE was developed to be more flexible, in that a run can be considered any call to a batch or executable file; that is, a set of runs can be structured such that each run is a different model with a unique executable, such as run 1 = a MODFLOW model and run 2 = a MT3D model. The exchange of a run between the calling program and GMAN and GSLAVE version 1.0 is memory intensive. Each constituent is essentially a unique array (see appendix 2) with all runs included in this array. For example, when linking with the interface routine, an NRUN * NPAR element vector is required, where NRUN is the number of runs and NPAR is the number of parameters.
Model Independence
GENIE adopts the template (*.tpl) and instruction (*.ins) file protocols of PEST to realize model independence. Templates of input files are used to interact with models. In the broadest sense, a template file is simply a copy of a model input file with instances of a particular parameter value replaced with the corresponding parameter variable name. Instructions are used to read required result values from model output files. An instruction file is a list of instructions that are interpreted to parse model output files and retrieve the necessary simulated equivalents. Readers are referred to Doherty (2010) for the specifics of template and instruction files, including examples. 
C++ and Object-Oriented Program (OOP) Design
GENIE was developed almost exclusively in C++, which is an object-oriented programming (OOP) language and which was used because objects provide a well-established, concise, and extensible means of organizing the functionality of the various programs available to GENIE. Objects are often considered to be overly complicated and sophisticated. Although this can be true, especially for optimal object-oriented programming, their use once coded is not difficult. In addition, in the general sense, the overarching concept is similar to modules in Fortran. Objects are an organizational tool; the code contained within them is still linear-that is, it proceeds from line 1 to the end according to the programmer's logic, just as in Fortran. In addition, because C++ is rooted in C, it is readily compiled with other programming languages, including Fortran, Java, and Python. The example in appendix 3 illustrates how straightforward it is to compile the GENIE_INTERFACE routine with the Fortran program PPEST of Doherty (2010) . The ease with which C++ integrates with other languages notwithstanding, it is important to note that language-specific differences may need to be formally addressed. For example, Fortran stores two-dimensional arrays as column-major, whereas C++ stores them as rowmajor. This difference is highlighted in the example in appendix 3.
Inheritance and polymorphism are perhaps two of the most recognized advantages of OOP. With inheritance, an object-a subclass or derived class-can inherit the attributes and behavior of a pre-existing class (or superclass). Polymorphism allows an object to have more than one form; that is, objects of different types can be defined and invoke methods or properties of the same name, but with typespecific functionality. For example, two computers connected via TCP/IP over the Internet are each nodes in this twocomputer network. One computer is the host, whereas the other is the client. Host and client are different types of nodes; the host accepts connections, and the client initiates connection with a host. With C++, a generic node class can be defined with properties and methods common to both the client and host. CLIENT and HOST classes can then be defined to inherit these common attributes, but with behavior unique to their type. From a programming perspective, this polymorphism allows code used to instantiate the host in GMAN to be reused in GSLAVE to instantiate a client. Indeed, at the most basic level, both GMAN and GSLAVE offer the same functionality; what they do with a run is the only difference. Such a design results in an extremely fluid object library that developers can exploit to make robust and sophisticated managers for their own software, more quickly than if they had to program each object independently. Moreover, maintenance, extension, and debugging of the resulting object-orientated code are more efficient than traditional procedural programming.
Message-Passing Infrastructure
GENIE version 1.0 uses only the TCP/IP infrastructure to communicate between its different components. Although other high-level, freely available interfaces exist, the most popular, MPI (MPI Forum, 2009) , requires a list of the computers to be used in the network. In GENIE it was more desirable to retain the most flexibility to add and remove nodes (clients) given the dynamic nature of commonly available computing resources, such as cloud computing. Rather than invoking MPI, a low-level message-passing infrastructure was developed to share information between the different components of the program suite. A binary message is made of two parts: a header and a data section. The header is of fixed size and informs the recipient how to interpret the message; specifically, how many bytes are contained in the data portion of the message and the type of that data, whether it is an array of integers or a string or real number. This low-level approach is flexible enough to be used to transmit and process a variety of messages. Developers can use it to create their own messages, furthering the independent nature of GENIE.
The Run Manager-GMAN
The following sections detail the approaches used by GENIE to address the scalability and load-balancing issues discussed by Schreüder and others (2011).
Scalability
The goal of optimizing scalability is to mitigate potential bottlenecks in the job flow. A bottleneck occurs when all the computers in the network wait until one or more nodes work to complete a task. In the case of an embarrassingly parallel problem, this bottleneck is typically the host computer attempting to exchange and process messages with potentially thousands of slave computers (Schreüder and others, 2011). To ensure scalability, the simplest and best solution is to minimize the amount of work the host (or run manager) is responsible for and, following that, to distribute this workload by parallelizing the host itself. In GENIE, GSLAVE utilizes the smart slave concept discussed by Schreüder (2009) to reduce the workload of the run manager. A smart slave is responsible for its own overhead because it writes and reads model files and exchanges only the smallest amount of information needed-exchanging parameter input values and retrieving run results-with the run manager. Utilizing smart slaves, the main tasks left to the run manager are the following:
• exchanging messages with the different slave computers (including disconnects),
• acting upon these messages, and
• distributing/managing the runs (load balancing).
Limitations of Version 1.0
There are three primary approaches to handling multiple client requests:
1. The synchronous approach, in which the host continuously polls each connected socket and processes messages sequentially. It is apparent that this approach can result in a bottleneck because a message must be received and processed in its entirety before another can be handled.
2. The asynchronous approach, in which the host "waits" upon all clients simultaneously. This approach is event driven, so the host no longer polls sockets continuously. Instead, the host is "flagged" by the operating system (OS) when a communication on any socket is pending. However, this approach can result in a bottleneck because the host is still required to process each message sequentially.
3. The multi-threaded approach, in which a unique process or "thread" is spawned to handle each client. Although this approach is well suited to mitigate potential bottlenecks, it is conceivable that a CPU can become hindered by thousands of threads continuously polling their assigned sockets.
GMAN version 1.0 uses a hybrid approach of the asynchronous and multi-threaded approaches above, in which each client is assigned a unique, secondary thread to handle communication asynchronously for the host. With such an approach, the multi-threaded feature allows several messages to be handled simultaneously, while the asynchronous aspect ensures that threads are active only while processing a message. In addition, this approach reduces the responsibility of the host's primary thread to managing and balancing the runs.
Load Balancing
The primary concern of effectively managing the model simulations is optimally balancing the total run load to ensure the total time needed to finish all the runs is minimized. If all the slaves are exactly the same speed and the time to complete each model run is consistent, load balancing is straightforward. However, this cannot be expected for every GENIE application, where it is likely slaves of varying speed will be used. In this case, if faster machines are idling while slower ones are still executing their runs, these same runs will be started on the faster machines. The result is accepted from the first slave to finish and the run terminated on the other. When a potential slave first connects to the run manager, it sends a series of introductory messages including some measure of its speed 1 , which GMAN then uses to prioritize or 1 Based on the Linpack Benchmark (Dongarra, 2011) used to rate the top supercomputers. It solves a dense system of linear equations using LU factorization and reports the "MegaFLOPS" rating, or the millions of floating point operations per second. rank the available slaves. GMAN organizes the complete set of runs into different queues according to their progress state: to do, in progress, complete, or sent. The primary thread in GMAN simply waits for a signal from one of the client threads and then updates the status of each run to reflect its progress.
The Run Executor-GSLAVE
Use of the smart computer slave concept (Schreüder, 2009) in the GENIE suite minimizes the functional role of the run manager, GMAN, making it more scalable. A smart slave is one that is responsible for much of its own run overhead, especially the writing and reading of model files. Information needed for an entire run must be sent by GMAN to GSLAVE; however, only the results and the "true" parameter values need be returned (including the index of the run). Runs are not started as system calls by GSLAVE. Instead they are started as processes. By starting runs in this manner, their operatingsystem-specific process ID number is readily available and can be used to monitor the progress of that run-and regain control of that run in the event GSLAVE fails (connection with GMAN is lost) and is subsequently restarted. In addition, the process ID provides a mechanism by which orphan processes can be tracked and handled. GSLAVE uses an asynchronous polling approach to monitor communication with GMAN. A single thread is used because GSLAVE is communicating only with GMAN. The polling is timed, which means for a userspecified time GSLAVE is idle and is only "active" for the fraction of a second required to check on the status of the run it is executing. With this approach, GSLAVE is not consuming CPU resources that are better used by a model run.
Limitations of Version 1.0
In order to make GENIE accessible to most applications, the design is extensible. To better extend GENIE, the limitations of version 1.0 are included here.
• Unlike BeoPEST of Schreüder (2009), which includes MPI and TCP/IP communication, GENIE version 1.0 supports only TCP/IP communication.
• Only IP v4 is supported by the GENIE version 1.0 suite. Although relatively trivial to include compatibility to IP v6, there existed no means to test such an extension. Thus, a release of an IP v6 compatible version of GENIE is a topic of ongoing work.
• GENIE version 1.0 is interfaced only with PPEST of Doherty (2010) (also known as GPEST) and PEST++ (Welter and others, 2012).
• The GENIE interface routine is memory intensive: a block of memory is required to hold all of the parameter values and results for each run, though creating a more memory-lean interface is a topic of ongoing work.
• GENIE version 1.0 is programmed only for the Windows ®2 operating system, though porting to UNIX/ Linux ®3 is a topic of future work.
• Although this program has been used by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), no warranty, expressed or implied, is made by the USGS or the U.S. Government as to the accuracy and functioning of the program and related program material nor shall the fact of distribution constitute any such warranty, and no responsibility is assumed by the USGS in connection therewith.
Summary
The concepts of GENIE, a model-independent suite of programs, are documented herein. GENIE can be used to generally distribute, manage, and execute multiple model runs via the TCP/IP infrastructure. For uses where GENIE has already been combined with the program of interest, the user can simply invoke GENIE by using the instructions in appendix 1. This functionality is available for PPEST of Doherty (2010) and PEST++ (Welter and others, 2012) . In addition to the run manager and run executer that are of most use to the majority of users, the full suite also includes a GENIE_INTERFACE routine that can be compiled as part of any program and used to exchange model runs with the run manager. Because communication is via TCP/IP, any computer connected to the Internet can serve in any of the capacities offered by this suite. Model independence is consistent with the existing template and instruction file protocols of the widely used PEST program. Source code for the interface routine and executables for GMAN and GSLAVE are 
Appendixes 1 through 3 Appendix 1: Input Instructions GMAN
GMAN is started by executing the gman.exe file. For example, this file can be copied to the desktop (or a shortcut to another folder that contains it) and simply double-clicked to start-actions most easily accessed when running models over a local network only. In the event slave computers are to be used across the Internet, then optional command line switches may be required.
Options
The following are optional switches that can be used to define a specific socket for GMAN to communicate on: The interface routine is called GENIE_INTERFACE and is available in a file of the same name with extension .cpp. The purpose of this routine is to provide a conduit for information regarding the exchange of model runs and associated results with GMAN for the outside program. The outside program needs to prepare the model run information in the array format required by GMAN and then needs to call the GENIE_INTERFACE routine. The routine returns control to the outside program when all of the runs are complete, after which the outside program can process the results. The routine is written in C++ but contains the necessary external interface for compilation with Fortran. Example source code for such an operation is presented in appendix 3.
The following figure shows the routine declaration, and the Array, of size NINS, listing the model output file names. These file names must be listed in the same order as for _INSFLE; that is, the instructions to read _OUFLE(1) are listed in file _INSFLE(1). HOST string A string containing the socket that GMAN is listening on. ID string A string identifying the calling program to the run manager -for example, "ppest" or "pest++" IKILL integer A flag indicating whether GMAN and all connected GSLAVE instances are to be terminated (0, terminate GMAN; 1, keep GMAN alive). This option is superseded by the GENIE_KILL_GMAN routine.
The interface routine returns a value of non-zero if there is an error and a value of zero otherwise. An example of using the interface with Fortran is provided in appendix 3 of this report.
Terminating GMAN and Any Connected Slave Computers (GSLAVE)
A routine, GENIE_KILL_GMAN, is available with genie_interface.cpp that can be called to terminate GMAN and any connected instances of GSLAVE. The necessary external interfaces for compilation with Fortran are provided in the source code. An example of compiling this routine with Fortran is available in appendix 3 of this report. The routine declaration is shown in the figure below, and the table below contains a description of each parameter.
GENIE_KILL_GMAN(char *id,char *host) 
Parameter
Type Description ID string A string identifying the calling program to the run manager; for example, "ppest" or "pest++". HOST string A string containing the socket that GMAN is listening on.
Output
The GENIE_INTERFACE routine writes to a log file called genie_interface.log. This file is opened in "append" mode, which means log entries are appended to the end of the file. It is up to the developer/user to reset (clear) this file as needed. Each time the GENIE_INTERFACE routine is called, a header "New call for runs --->" is written to the file. The following is a list of log entries recorded to the file: If there is an error during any of these steps, it is recorded to the log file. Otherwise, upon successful completion of the routine "All runs are complete" is written to the file, followed by a listing of the secondary threads that are terminated. This file can be used to help debug issues when linking with the interface routine.
GENIE Classes
This section details some of the classes developed for the GENIE suite that will be of use to developers interested in linking existing programs with GENIE. The following is a list of the generic classes developed for the GENIE suite of programs. Programming-specific details of these classes are provided in the subsections that follow.
Class (or Object) Used by Description
Network programming classes NODE GMAN, Contains the bulk of the functionality required to start a node GSLAVE, and GENIE_INTERFACE (client or host) using TCP/IP for communication.
HOST
GMAN
The host instance of the NODE class. This class inherits the properties and methods of the NODE class, with unique functionality for opening and listening on a socket to accept incoming client connections.
CLIENT
GMAN,
The client instance of the NODE class. This class inherits GSLAVE, and the properties and methods of the NODE class, with unique GENIE_INTERFACE functionality for connecting to a host.
Message-passing classes
The header portion of a message.
GSLAVE, and GENIE_INTERFACE
The following subsections detail the specific methods and properties of classes that will be of most use to developers; namely, those related to TCP/IP communication, the message-passing infrastructure, and multi-threading. These classes are very general and do not necessarily have to be used together to write a run-management-type program.
Network programming: NODE
The NODE class contains all the common functionality of HOSTs and CLIENTs. The HOST and CLIENT classes inherit these properties and methods and define the functionality for those methods qualified as virtual. The current status of a CLIENT node. Can be one of the following, as defined in definitions.h: WAITING_FOR_RUN: Signals the HOST that it is ready to receive a run. RUN_FAILED: Signals the HOST that the run it is charged with completing failed. READY_TO_START: Not used. RUN_COMPLETE: Signals the HOST that the run it is charged with completing was successful and to expect results. rating (property -double) The speed rating of the computer as returned by LINPACK_BENCH. This rating is used to sort the collection of CLIENTS according to their relative speed. name (property -string) The name of the node. sock (property -socket) The socket of the node as set by the operating system for a given IP and PORT. 
Attribute
Network programming: HOST
The HOST class inherits the properties and a few of the methods contained in the NODE class. In addition to two unique methods, this class defines the functionality of the virtual methods of the NODE class. waitforcommunication (method -integer) Routine to a wait a specified amount of time on a set of SOCKETs until communication is pending on at least one of them or the time expires.
Network Programming: CLIENT
The CLIENT class inherits the properties and a few of the methods contained in the NODE class. This class defines the functionality of the virtual methods of the NODE class. 
Message Passing
HEADER
The HEADER class is a set of properties comprising the header of a message. The header is a fixed size (16 bytes currently) that dictates how to read the rest of a message.
Attribute Description type (property -integer) The type of the message. Can be one of the following defined in definitions.h: COMMAND, STATUS_UPDATE, CONNECTION_TYPE, CONNECTION_NAME, CONNECTION_ SPEED, or RUN bytesize (property -integer) The number of bytes constituting a single element of the buffer portion of a message.
The number of elements in the buffer portion of a message.
Currently not used.
BUFFER
The BUFFER class is used to store the data portion of a message. copyto (method -void) Copy buf to a user-specified memory block. Uses C memcpy function.
MESSAGE
The MESSAGE class is used to prepare, send and receive a message. 
Multi-threading
The following class works for the Windows OS, the only operating system for which GENIE is available currently.
THREAD
The THREAD class contains most of the code required to start a secondary thread. It can be used to initialize and start a thread-the specific function of the thread is defined in a subclass. By separating the functionality in this manner, it is easy to create threads to handle a variety of purposes or create collections of threads as required for multiple client connections. The GENIE suite implements four different thread types. Events and mutexes are used to communicate between the different threads. An event is simply a flag that can be used to trigger actions in other threads. A mutex is a type of event typically used to sign in and out a shared memory resource to prevent multiple threads from accessing a block simultaneously.
set_event_comm
(method -void) Set event by which this thread can signal the primary thread.
set_mutex_comm (method -void) Set mutex by which this thread can share memory with the primary thread.
get_parent_end (method -handle) Returns the primary thread's end event handle. Used to terminate any secondary threads from the primary thread.
Model Run
MODELRUN
The MODELRUN class contains all the properties and methods required to define a model run and exchange it between the different components of the GENIE suite.
Attribute Description id (property, pointer -integer) Assigned by GENIE_INTERFACE, ID is a unique identifier for a run within a run collection. npar (property, pointer -integer) The number of parameters. nobs (property, pointer -integer) The number of observations. ntpl (property, pointer -integer) The number of template files. nins (property, pointer -integer) The number of instruction files. nexec (property, pointer -integer) The number of executables (currently assumed to be 1). tplfiles (property, pointer -string) A pointer to an ntpl-element array that contains the name of each template file. insfiles (property, pointer -string) A pointer to an nins-element array that contains the name of each instruction file. infiles (property, pointer -string) A pointer to an ntpl-element array that contains the name of each model input file. outfiles (property, pointer -string) A pointer to an nins-element array that contains the name of each model output file.
Appendix 3: Example Application-Interfacing GENIE with PPEST
This section describes in detail the steps taken to link Parallel PEST (PPEST; Doherty, 2010) to GENIE. The link primarily consists of exchanging model runs required and associated results with the run manager, GMAN, using the GENIE_INTER-FACE. There are four instances in which PPEST may execute a model run or a collection of runs:
• in the initial model run to get the current objective function,
• during sensitivity matrix calculation,
• during parameter update calculation if using the Levenberg-Marquardt technique, and
• in the final model run using best parameter values.
The PPEST parallel run manager is encapsulated in a subroutine called DORUNS in source file parpest.f. This routine serves a role similar to GMAN-it is responsible for distributing and collecting model results as they become available. It is called during each of the four instances listed above. PPEST stores the parameter and observation values for different model runs in direct-access binary files. The runs distributed by the DORUNS routine are constructed from these files. The most significant change to the PPEST program was development of an additional source file called genie.f that contains the routines that prepare the PEST data for use with GENIE_INTERFACE and then call this routine. This file is of most interest to developers wishing to link with the GENIE suite.
Most important in the genie.f file is a DORUNS-like routine called DORUNS_GENIE. DORUNS_GENIE gathers runs from the various binary files used by PEST to store parameter and observation information, puts them in the necessary arrays required by the GENIE_INTERFACE routine, calls the routine, and finally processes the results in a manner similar to DORUNS so that upon exit from the routine PPEST can continue as normal. All of the modules and subroutines contained within genie.f are listed below. The complete source code is listed at the end of this appendix.
Subroutine Description
GENIE_DATA
Module. Contains the host socket information. These values are set within pest.f from the command line.
checkhost Routine to verify the host provided is valid. Currently this check is limited to IP:PORT division.
DORUNS_GENIE
Routine equivalent to PEST routine DORUNS for use with GENIE.
END_GENIE
Terminates GMAN and any connected GSLAVES.
All of the changes made to the existing PPEST source code are contained within GENIE preprocessor definitions. The following lists the subroutines that were modified, including the source file they belong to. Modified to indicate use of GENIE.
Appendix 3 genie.f Source Code
